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Message from Governor Tom Wolf
Climate change is the most critical environmental threat to our world today. 
The scientific consensus is the planet is experiencing climate change with 
accelerated changes in real time, and the effects are felt everywhere. In 2015, 
the Pennsylvania Climate Impacts Assessment Update found that Pennsylvania 
has undergone a long-term warming over the prior 110 years. Due to these 
warming trends, Pennsylvania temperatures are expected to increase at an 
accelerated rate with average temperatures rising an additional 5.4 degrees 
by 2050. Average annual precipitation has also increased by approximately 
10 percent over the past 100 years and by 2050 is expected to increase by an 
additional 8 percent.  

In 2019, I signed two Executive Orders addressing climate change. Executive 
Order 2019-01 sets a goal of a 26 percent reduction in net greenhouse 
gas emissions by 2025 and an 80% reduction by 2050, from 2005 levels. 
This Executive Order established the GreenGov Council and requires 

commonwealth agencies to lead-by-example. Executive Order 2019-07 instructs the Department of Environmental 
Protection to join the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI), a market-based collaboration among nine Northeast 
and Mid-Atlantic states to reduce emissions and generate economic growth in the power generation sector. These 
Executive Orders align with goals and strategies of 25 Governors who joined the U.S. Climate Alliance in support of 
the global greenhouse gas reduction agreements.  

This report documents the first year of progress made by commonwealth agencies on Executive Order 2019-01, 
Commonwealth Leadership in Addressing Climate Change and Promoting Energy Conservation and Sustainable 
Governance. Commonwealth agencies understand that if we want to support important changes in Pennsylvania 
(and globally), we must also strive to lead the change.  Commonwealth agencies worked to achieve a 2.9% reduction 
in energy use, purchased 40% renewable energy credits, established electric vehicle implementation goals, and 
began to incorporate high-performance design into new construction and major renovations.  

In 2019, I hired the inaugural director, Mark Hand, and assistant director, Matthew Reis, to the GreenGov Council 
to begin working with all commonwealth agencies. Shifting commonwealth practices toward environmental 
sustainability is not an easy undertaking, and one that needs continuous improvement and adjustments in business 
practices and policy. However, the changes are necessary. I thank agencies for their efforts in 2019, and I’m looking 
forward to seeing progress that can be made in 2020 and beyond. 

Tom Wolf  
Governor
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Executive Summary

The GreenGov Council is pleased to provide the first annual report in support of Governor Wolf’s Executive Order 
2019-01 on Commonwealth Leadership in Addressing Climate Change and Promoting Energy Conservation and 
Sustainable Governance. On January 8, 2019, Governor Wolf signed the Executive Order which established the first 
ever statewide goal to reduce carbon pollution, and to empower commonwealth agencies to lead-by-example in 
support of this effort.   

The report is intended to provide an annual benchmark measurement of Executive Order goals, summarize 
achievements to date, and provide recommendations to commonwealth agencies for 2020 and beyond.   

The commonwealth has made some early progress on the Executive Order. Highlights include: 

• The commonwealth Utility Benchmarking Initiative has expanded its reporting to 5,170 (61-percent) of
energy meters in commonwealth facilities statewide. These facilities are showing a 2.9-percent energy
reduction from the previous year and saving over $1 million.

• The commonwealth procured 308,978 MWhs of Renewable Energy Credits (RECs) for 2019, offsetting
40-percent of the commonwealth’s total electricity load for the year. This purchase ranks the commonwealth
#35 on the U.S. EPA’s Green Power Partnership National Top 100 list.

• The commonwealth has established a goal of 990 electric vehicles (EVs) by 2025. A total of 53 EVs are
currently available in the fleet, with plans to expand.

• Twelve new buildings or major renovations projects are incorporating the Executive Order’s high
performance building criteria into design and construction.

The GreenGov Council, which is co-chaired by the departments of General Services, Environmental Protection, and 
Conservation and Natural Resources has created the GreenGov Agency Certification Checklist (Checklist), which is 
a first of its kind evaluation tool for state agencies. The report summarizes the use of the Checklist and plans for 
additional work and focus areas identified for 2020.
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1.  Introduction 

On January 8, 2019, Governor Wolf signed Executive 
Order 2019-01 on Commonwealth Leadership in 
Addressing Climate Change and Promoting Energy 
Conservation and Sustainable Governance.  The 
Executive Order requires agencies under the 
Governor’s jurisdiction to lead-by-example and 
participate in Pennsylvania’s climate goal of reducing 
net greenhouse gas emissions 26-percent by 2025, 
and an 80-percent by 2050 (from 2005 levels).  The 
Executive Order’s goals and framework intend to 
create accountability and accelerate policies in 
state government to reduce carbon pollution. The 
Executive Order aligns with goals and strategies of 
25 Governors (including Governor Wolf) that joined 
the U.S. Climate Alliance in support of the global 
greenhouse gas reduction agreements. 

In addition, Executive Order 2019-01 established a 
GreenGov Council co-chaired by the Secretaries of 
the Departments of General Services, Environmental 
Protection, and Conservation and Natural Resources.  
The GreenGov Council encourages the incorporation 
of environmentally sustainable practices into the 
commonwealth’s policy, planning, operations, 
procurement, and regulatory functions. With the 
hiring of inaugural Director Mark Hand in July 2019, 
the GreenGov Council staff began working with 
agencies on implementation of the goals established 
in the Executive Order.   

The GreenGov Council is responsible for reporting 
the commonwealth’s progress on the Executive 
Order’s “Performance Goals for State Agencies.” The 
performance goals are intended to be the foundation, 
by which commonwealth agencies strive to support 
the ambitious climate goals created for Pennsylvania. 
The Performance Goals for State Agencies are as 
follows:   

 • Reduce overall energy consumption by
  3-percent per year by 2025 (from 2017   
  levels);

 • Replace 25-percent of the state passenger  
  fleet with Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs) and  
  Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs) by  
  2025, and evaluate opportunities to reduce  
  vehicle miles traveled;

 • Procure renewable energy to offset at   
  least 40-percent of the commonwealth’s   
  annual electricity, and/or directly purchase  
  renewable power generation sited within PA;

 • Build any new buildings, major renovations,  
  build to suit leased buildings to high-  
  performance building standards.
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1.a.  About the Annual Report 

The 2019 GreenGov Annual Report serves as a 
summary of the commonwealth’s progress toward 
meeting the Performance Goals for State Agencies, 
as well as, steps taken by the GreenGov Council 
and partnering agencies that form the basis of a 
GreenGov sustainability program. The GreenGov 
Council is using several tools to inform progress and 
demonstrate accountability. These methods will 
continue to be developed, improved, and expanded 
over time to create a more robust understanding of 
the commonwealth’s carbon footprint, and explore 
new pathways forward for increasing environmentally 
sustainable operations. The practice of benchmarking 
is key to accountability. It’s commonly said that “You 
can’t manage what you don’t measure.” A brief 
description of GreenGov benchmarking tools and 
strategies are described below.  

A.) Commonwealth Utility Benchmarking Initiative: 
In early 2018, the commonwealth began the delivery 
of a utility benchmarking initiative. Benchmarking 
involves managing utility bills within a common 
online platform, so that building performance can 

be tracked over time. Tracking building performance 
leads to uncovering cost savings opportunities, 
which may otherwise remain hidden to financial 
and facilities decision makers. Elite organizations 
across the U.S. take this strategic approach to energy 
management. The commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
stands to save energy and money from this initiative, 
as facility managers and financial staff learn to use 
benchmarking to identify operational improvements, 
and steer capital investment planning through 
identification of underperforming buildings. 

The commonwealth’s utility benchmarking initiative 
is supported by EnergyCAP, a private company 
based in State College, Pennsylvania. Penn State 
Facility Engineering Institute, or PSFEI, is assisting 
the commonwealth in the management and 
implementation steps necessary to support this 
enterprise-wide benchmarking effort. As more 
agency’s utility data comes online, the EnergyCAP 
benchmarking tool will provide more complete 
accounting of the progress agencies are making 
year over year toward the Executive Order goal of 
3-percent reduction annually. Use of benchmarking 
will enhance the commonwealth’s understanding of 
its carbon footprint associated with buildings and 
fixed structures.  

Agency results on progress made toward the Executive 
Order goal of 3-percent per year reductions, as 
reported in EnergyCAP are summarized in Section 2.
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B.) Fleet Vehicle Accounting & Tracking: The DGS 
Bureau of Vehicle Management, PennDOT’s Bureau 
of Maintenance and Operations, and the PA Turnpike 
Commission manage the commonwealth’s fleet 
vehicles. These include all motorized vehicles in 
Classes 1-8 (as defined by the Federal Highway 
Administration or FHWA), from light-duty passenger 
vehicles to heavy-duty road clearing snowplow 
vehicles, for example.  Different strategies are 
employed to track and analyze vehicles, including 
the use of telematics systems, fleet refueling card 
data analysis, and other business tracking methods 
deployed by these agencies. The combination of tools 
and business processes provide a comprehensive 
accounting of the estimated vehicle miles traveled 
and fuel consumption for the commonwealth fleet 
over the defined one-year period.  
 
The Executive Order established a goal for the 
commonwealth that 25-percent of the state 
passenger fleet will be battery electric or plug-in 
hybrid electric vehicles by 2025. The analysis in 
Section 3 establishes the Executive Order goal based 
on the current vehicle passenger fleet mix. The 
section also provides a snapshot of the first-year 
program data. 

C.) GreenGov Agency Certification Checklist: The 
GreenGov Agency Certification Checklist (Checklist) is 
a new tool developed by GreenGov for the purpose of 
assessing agencies’ progress delivering sustainability 
within government operations and achieving the 
Performance Goals for State Agencies identified in 
the Executive Order. The Checklist serves as an annual 
assessment completed by each participating agency. 
Agencies will be able to assess their progress over 
time, compare their performance and initiatives with 
other similarly structured agencies, and identify new 
opportunities to green government. The completion 
of the Checklist, as well as, agency’s participation in 
various GreenGov focus groups in 2020, will advance 
best practices and identify new approaches to 
common energy and sustainability barriers.  
 
The Checklist consists of the performance categories 
of: Benchmarking and Evaluation; Buildings and 
Structures; Transportation; Products and Materials; 
Culture; Renewable Energy; and Resilience. It will 

be used as an evaluation that “looks back” on the 
accomplishments of the previous fiscal year, starting 
with FY 18/19.   
 
Agency results from the GreenGov Agency Certification 
Checklist and a look ahead at upcoming focus groups 
for 2020 are found in Section 6. 
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2. Agency Energy Reductions  

Since the start of the Commonwealth Utility 
Benchmarking Initiative in 2018, agencies have 
undertaken a significant effort to collect facility 
information, locate missing utility bills, identify 
meters, and transfer accounts to a central bill 
payment repository. This effort has resulted in a 
dataset of 8,415 electricity, natural gas, and steam 
meters from agency accounts statewide.  

DGS’s Bureau of Procurement, Penn State Facilities 
Engineering Institute or PSFEI, and EnergyCAP staff 
analyzed these 8,415-commonwealth paid energy 
utility meters (Table 1). From this, a total of 5,170 meters 
(or 61-percent) were selected for further analysis 
because they met consistent data validation standards 
for reporting during the commonwealth’s fiscal year 
17/18 and 18/19 (the commonwealth’s fiscal year is 
July 1 through June 30).  Validation standards include 
energy utility meters reporting for 24 consecutive 
months and reviewed for consistency. In order to 
maximize metered data reporting, one exception was 
made to allow for smaller value accounts (averaging 
less than $1,000 per month) to have one missing bill 
over that same two-year time period.   

Table 1 shows the breakdown by agency and the 
percent of meters that are currently reporting two 
fiscal years, based on the data validation standards 
described above. 
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2. Agency Energy Reductions

Reduce overall energy consumption by 3-percent per year by 2025 (from 
2017 levels)  

Since the start of the Commonwealth Utility Benchmarking Initiative in 2018, agencies have undertaken a 
significant effort to collect facility information, locate missing utility bills, identify meters, and transfer 
accounts to a central bill payment repository. This effort has resulted in a dataset of 8,415 electricity, 
natural gas, and steam meters from agency accounts statewide.  

DGS’s Bureau of Procurement, Penn State Facilities Engineering Institute or PSFEI, and EnergyCAP staff 
analyzed these 8,415-commonwealth paid energy utility meters (Table 1). From this, a total of 5,170 meters 
(or 61-percent) were selected for further analysis because they met consistent data validation standards for 
reporting during the commonwealth’s fiscal year 17/18 and 18/19 (The commonwealth’s fiscal years run 
from July 1 through June 30).  Validations standards include those energy utility meters reporting for 24 
consecutive months and reviewed for consistency. In order to maximize metered data reporting, one 
exception was made to allow for smaller value accounts (averaging less than $1,000 per month) to have 
one missing bill over that same two-year time period.   

Table 1 shows the breakdown by agency and the percent of meters that are currently reporting two fiscal 
years, based on the data validation standards described above.    

Table 1:

* Energy consumption is weather normalized, removing weather anomalies and season variations. This allows for fair and direct
comparisons from year-to-year in energy consumption. 
* Multiple agencies energy consumption is rolled-up under Department of General Services (DGS), since DGS owns and operates 
buildings for many commonwealth agencies.
* A portion of the commonwealth agencies reside in lease space. Due to existing lease agreements, lessors pay the utility bills. Therefore,
the commonwealth is currently not positioned to report all energy consumption for all occupied spaces. 

From this analysis, the GreenGo4v Council is pleased to report a 2.9-percent reduction in energy 
consumption from fiscal year 17/18 to 18/19, just short of the 3-percent per year energy reduction goal 

Table 1
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From this analysis, the GreenGov Council is pleased 
to report a 2.9-percent reduction in energy con-
sumption from fiscal year 17/18 to 18/19, just short 
of the 3-percent per year energy reduction goal 
established in the Executive Order.  This 2.9-percent 
energy savings represents over $1 million in utility 
cost savings during fiscal year 18/19.  
A large contributing factor for the 2.9-percent 
reduction in energy consumption for this reporting 
year is attributed to commonwealth agency partic-
ipation in projects through the Guaranteed Energy 
Savings Act or GESA program. The GESA program 
uses a progressive contracting process that enables 

 • Increase participation in the Utility Benchmarking Initiative to capture additional “reporting meters” in   
  EnergyCAP for fiscal year 19/20. 
 • Expand utility tracking into all energy fuel types (i.e. propane, oil, etc.), and consider tracking water and   
  waste utilities.  
 • Collaborate with facility and fiscal managers to identify future GESA project opportunities. 

mass upgrades of building components such as 
lighting, HVAC, water, etc. to be replaced through a 
budget neutral process. These upgrades significant-
ly reduce energy usage which result in decreased 
utility spending and serve as a vehicle to decrease 
growing utility costs in commonwealth facilities. 
Table 2 shows recent GESA projects. Some of these 
projects were completed prior to the fiscal year 
17/18 energy baseline year, are under construction, 
or planned to be constructed. A continued active 
portfolio of GESA projects will continue to drive 
down energy consumption and support the Execu-
tive Order energy savings goals.  

Table 2

2.a. GreenGov Recommendations to Agencies
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3. Passenger Fleet Electrification & 
Vehicle Miles Traveled  

The number of vehicles in the commonwealth’s 
fleet changes from month-to-month due to vehicle 
turnover and replacements, therefore the goal of 
converting 25-percent of the state passenger fleet to 
electric vehicles by 2025 will shift based on the fleet 
makeup in a particular year. DGS Bureau of Vehicle 
Management, PennDOT’s Bureau of Maintenance 
and Operations, and the PA Turnpike Commission 
collaborated to develop a consistent definition 
for “passenger vehicle” and to create an annual 
reporting process to align the various data sets and 
business processes for consistent fleet benchmarking 
and reporting year-over-year.  

For the purpose of the goals established in the 
Executive Order, “passenger vehicle” will be defined 
using Federal Highway Administration’s Vehicle Class 
1 & 2. In addition, the passenger vehicle definition 
excludes pick-up trucks and law enforcement vehicles 
from the goal. Table 3 shows the commonwealth 
vehicle fleet in all Classes 1-8, compared to the 

defined “passenger vehicle” portion of the fleet.  As 
of November 30, 2019, there were 3,960 passenger 
vehicles in the commonwealth fleet. This sets our 
Executive Order electrification goal at 990 vehicles.
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Table 3 establishes a first-year benchmark of vehicle miles traveled, fuel consumption, and estimated carbon 
emissions. The Executive Order requires the evaluation of opportunities to reduce VMT and carbon emissions. These 
baseline measurements will help establish overall transportation emission reduction trends going forward resultant 
of Executive Order implementation.  

As of November 30, 2019, the commonwealth had 53 electric vehicles in the fleet, comprised of six battery electric 
vehicles and 47 plug-in hybrid vehicles (Table 4). The commonwealth plans to improve the overall fleet fuel economy 
with expanded use of electric and hybrid vehicles, taking advantage of their superior miles per gallon (mpg) 
performance over standard internal combustion vehicles. To support these efforts, the commonwealth also has 
installed 18 level-2 workplace charging stations for commonwealth-owned vehicles, with further projects pending 
delivery. 

t!fw pennsylvania
,.. GREENGOV COUNCIL 

Commonwealth Agency Vehicle Fleet* - Counts & Consumption 
(as of 11/30/2019, rolling annual report) 

Vehicle Total Vehicle Vehicle Miles Fuel Average Miles Carbon 

Classification Count Traveled Consumption per Gallon Emissions 
{VMT) {Gallons) {MPG) {Pounds) 

All 20,477 233,281,997 19,177,412 12.16 402,917,426 (Classes 1-8) 

Passenger** 
3,960 54,106,130 2,176,315 24.86 42,742,827 (Class 1-2) 

* PA Turnpike Aeet not included
* Rental vehicle & personal vehicle use not included

** Law enforcement vehicles & pickup trucks not included 

Table 3
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Table 4

 • Expand fuel-efficient vehicle options on state contract and continue to prioritize replacing vehicles with 
  the most fuel-efficient vehicles available in each class, including electric or hybrid vehicles. 
 • Reduce vehicle miles traveled through modification of business practices. Consider using telematics 
  systems to support analysis for vehicle miles traveled reduction opportunities.  
 • Identify business areas where electric vehicles are best used and deliver charging station projects to 
  support them. 

3.a. GreenGov Recommendations to Agencies
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4. Energy Procurement &
Renewable Energy Investments  

The Department of General Services’ Bureau of 
Procurement purchases electricity and natural 
gas for over eight thousand utility accounts in the 
commonwealth. Shopping for electricity and natural 
gas in Pennsylvania’s deregulated utility markets 
involves complex contracting processes in order 
to comply with state government procurement 
rules. Historically, the commonwealth’s standard 
procurement time for energy purchases was a several 
week long process. DGS has increased efficiencies in 
the procurement process utilizing two strategies:

1) Invitation To Qualify, or ITQ: DGS developed an 
ITQ prequalification process, where energy suppliers 
are pre-approved in advance, by accepting the 
commonwealth’s terms and conditions in order to be 
a qualified vendor.

2) Energy Risk Management Platform, or ERMA: DGS 
partnered with Penn State Facilities Energy Institute 
to develop a new internet-based platform for 
bidding, selecting, and tracking electric and natural 
gas contracts. ERMA’s analytics allow for rapid 
determinations of best value for energy contracts.

The combination of ITQ and ERMA has enabled DGS 
to award thousands of utility accounts within a three 
hour window. Since July 1, 2017, DGS has awarded 
contracts on 5,268 electricity accounts and 97 natural 
gas accounts, resulting in an $8.3 million reduction 
in energy expenses. This innovative procurement 
process has won national recognition from the 
National Association of State Chief Administrators 
for a 2019 Innovations in State Government award. 

Due to the successful procurement strategy driving 
down costs, DGS was able to procure Renewable 
Energy Credits (RECs) for calendar year 2019 through 
2021. For 2019, DGS procured 308,978 RECs at 
a cost of $250,658 (less than 10-percent of the 
annual procurement savings) offsetting 40-percent 
of the commonwealth’s total electricity load for the 
year. The Green-e certified RECs are derived from 
nationwide certified renewable energy sources. 

According to the EPA’s Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies 
Calculator, the commonwealth’s purchase leads to an 
annual offset of approximately 218,494 metric tons 
of carbon dioxide or the emission equivalent of the 
electricity use of roughly 26,164 average homes for a 
year.

The Executive Order has a stated performance goal 
of purchasing renewable energy credits equal to 40 
percent of the commonwealth’s annual electricity 
use. These REC purchases are meeting the Executive 
Order, and have ranked the commonwealth at #35 
on the U.S. EPA’s Green Power Partnership National 
Top 100 list.

Procure renewable energy 
to offset at least 40-percent 

of the commonwealth’s 
annual electricity, and/or 

directly purchase renewable 
power generation sited 

within PA  
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 • Consider opportunities, such as Power Purchase Agreements, to purchase renewable energy sited within   
  the commonwealth’s borders for additional economic and air quality benefits. 
 • Explore the feasibility of expanding ground-mounted or rooftop solar in spaces owned and managed by
  the commonwealth.  
 • Investigate establishing a green bank for reinvestment in future solar opportunities in
  commonwealth-owned locations. 

4.a. GreenGov Recommendations to Agencies

Additionally, the commonwealth has solar installations generating onsite electricity that have been in service for the 
past several years and anticipates additional opportunities to add new solar at facilities across the state. Figure 1 
serves a benchmark of these existing installations:

Figure 1
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5. High-Performance Buildings  

Any new building construction, build-to-suit leased 
space, or renovation project that costs more than 
50 percent of the estimated replacement cost 
must meet the Executive Order’s high-performance 
standard. The high-performance standard is 
defined as achieving 10-percent reduction in energy 
consumption over American Society of Heating, 
Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning Engineers (ANSI/
ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1.2016.) This criterion 
essentially establishes a 10-percent reduction over 
the 2018 International Energy Conservation Code 
(IECC) building code. Pennsylvania is currently 
implementing the 2015 (IECC) building code (except 
for the City of Philadelphia which is implementing 
the 2018 building code.) 

The DGS Public Works Bureau of Pre-Construction and 
DCNR’s Bureau of Facility Design and Construction 
have authority to construct new facilities for the 
commonwealth. In addition, the DGS Bureau of Real 
Estate oversees the management of commonwealth 
facility leases and lease renewals. These bureaus 

each have committed to pursue the Executive Order’s 
high-performance standards by incorporating into 
contract provisions.  

Commonwealth-owned and leased high-performance 
building projects are listed in Table 5. These projects 
are planned to incorporate (at a minimum) the 10 
percent reduction in energy consumption over ANSI/
ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1.2016.

Build any new buildings, 
major renovations, build 
to suit leased buildings 

to high-performance 
building standards  
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Table 5: 

5.a. GreenGov Recommendations to Agencies
• Use freely available measurement tools, such as, the U.S. Department of Energy’s COMCheck,

and/or ENERGY STAR’s Target Finder to assist with building design goals and demonstrate design
compliance to the Executive Order’s goal.

• Work with the lessor community through DGS to enhance the energy efficiency and sustainability
of commonwealth lease spaces during lease contract renewals.

• Investigate nationally recognized green certifications and consider monetary thresholds (and other
factors) to go beyond the minimum high-performance criteria set forth in the Executive Order.

6. Agency Certification Checklist and Focus groups
During 2019, GreenGov Council staff met with each state agency. Over that time, the GreenGov Agency 
Certification Checklist (Checklist) was developed and refined based on those discussions.           
The Checklist is divided into various green and sustainable categories as summarized in Table 6. Within the 
Checklist, each category has a series of strategies with assigned points for the purpose of agency 
evaluations. 

Table 5

 • Use freely available measurement tools, such as, the U.S. Department of Energy’s COMCheck, and/or
  ENERGY STAR’s Target Finder to assist with building design goals and demonstrate design compliance to the  
  Executive Order’s goal. 
 • Work with the lessor community through DGS to enhance the energy efficiency and sustainability of
  commonwealth lease spaces during lease contract renewals.  
 • Investigate nationally recognized green certifications and consider monetary thresholds (and other factors)  
  to go beyond the minimum high-performance criteria set forth in the Executive Orders. 

5.a. GreenGov Recommendations to Agencies
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6. Agency Certification Checklist and Focus groups  

During 2019, GreenGov Council staff met with each state agency. Over that time, the GreenGov 
Agency Certification Checklist (Checklist) was developed and refined based on those discussions.            
The Checklist is divided into various green and sustainable categories as summarized in Table 6. Within the Checklist, 
each category has a series of strategies with assigned points for the purpose of agency evaluations.

All thirty commonwealth agencies completed the Checklist representing their respective agency’s sustainability 
activities looking back on the fiscal year 18/19. Agency Checklists are posted on the GreenGov website for public 
review. 

The Checklist is designed to help identify new opportunities for continuous improvement, and therefore is not 
intended for agencies to achieve a perfect score. The percentages assigned to each agency are not indicative of 
“passing” or “failing” grades. In addition, each agency has differing opportunities and operational footprints 
compared to others. The Checklist will endeavor to show progress over time across all agencies, and by each agency 
from one year to the next. The Checklist intends to steer agencies into recognizing business areas that may need 
support, enhancements, or consideration of new strategies to implement in future years. Figure 2 shows the overall 
Checklist score by agency for the fiscal year 2018-19. Agencies were scored based on “Points Applicable” to them. 

Table 6
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The GreenGov Council anticipates making additional refinements to the Checklist in 2020 for use in the fiscal year 
2019-20 evaluation. Additional reporting years will yield data trends and new insights into agency progress. As an 
example, figure 3 shows average scores by Checklist category across all thirty agencies. The figure shows relatively 
high performance for the commonwealth in “Building & Structures,” and a potential area for significant improvement 
within the “Culture” category. Additional refinements and data analysis will be useful to direct time and resources in 
areas where agency support is needed.

Figure 2

Figure 3
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All commonwealth agencies are responsible for the development of policies and strategies to achieve the Executive 
Order goals, and to seek to advance their Checklist results over time. Agencies are tasked with working collaboratively 
with the GreenGov Council and other agencies to identify and implement new conservation, sustainability, and 
efficiency strategies to support their business areas. The GreenGov Council is planning to facilitate agency engagement 
efforts in 2020 by hosting six interagency focus groups. Agencies will participate in focus groups, based on where 
their business areas intersect and/or where additional support is needed. Table 7 describes the six focus group 
program areas, including a general summary and planned and proposed meeting dates.

Focus groups are not open to the public, however, the GreenGov Council may seek outside help or support, if 
specific projects can be identified to support agency sustainability efforts. Any outcomes, results, or needs will be 
shared in future public stakeholder meetings as a component of public engagement. Interested public stakeholders 
should visit the GreenGov website for more information on upcoming meetings, or request to join our e-mail distri-
bution list by sending a request to GSGreenGov@pa.gov.

t!P.w pennsylvania"'1j/ GREENGOV COUNCIL

GreenGov Program - Focus Group Summary 

Small Agency Operations (Sustainability Team) 
Participants in the Small Agency Operations (Sustainability Team) group will be tasked with the 
development of sustainability policies and business (reduction/consolidation) strategies, such as, 
those outlined within the GreenGov Agency Certification Checklist. This group may also explore 
outreach opportunities for employee and public engagement. 

EV's & EV Charging 
Participants in the EV and EV Charging group will be tasked with assessing agency vehicle fleets 
and identifying opportunities for electrification. The group may develop plans & specifications for 
new charging station projects. The group may work on new policy, such as, workplace and home 
headquartered EV charging policies . 

Green Facility Management 
Participants in the Green Facility Management group will be tasked with the development of a 
facility management manual for the use of all agencies, revision of Management Directive 720.5 
to focus on energy conservation and the development of best practices for the scoping and 
delivery of GESA projects. 

Products & Materials (Recycling) 
Participants in the Products & Materials (Recycling) group will be tasked with the development of 
an enhanced standardized recycling plan within owned and leased facilities state-wide that will 
include employee participation and education components as well as pilot programs. This group 
may also explore existing green products and materials on state contract, and suggest expansion 
of roducts not re resented. 

Participants in the Utility Management group will develop agency energy portfolios and data 
management using the EnergyCAP system. The group will be focused on delivering standardized 
reports for the tracking and benchmarking of utilities, in order to identify new energy and cost 
savings investment opportunities to share with their executive level staff. 

Construction & Leasing Specs 
Participants in the Construction & Leasing Specs group will be tasked with the development, 
evaluation and inclusion of energy-saving specifications, techniques and measurements within 
Commonwealth construction projects and lease agreements through the sharing of information 
and collaboration of agencies and private industry. 

Meeting Date 
Targets: 

January 16 & 
June 

Meeting Date 
Targets: 

February 13, July 
& October 

Meeting Date 
Targets: 

March 9 & August 

Meeting Date 
Targets: 

March 26 & 

Meeting Date 
Targets: 

April 9 & 
September 

Meeting Date 
Targets: 

April 20 & 
October 

Table 7
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 • Take steps in 2020 to investigate business areas to implement sustainability measures and improve their   
  GreenGov Agency Checklist performance.
  • Identify opportunities to share commonwealth lead-by-example best practices, engaging businesses and   
  public stakeholders in opportunities to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to support Pennsylvania’s
  climate goal. 

6.a. GreenGov Recommendations to Agencies

7. Conclusion  

The GreenGov Council looks forward to successful collaboration with commonwealth agencies in 2020 on the 
recommendations within this report, as well as, working to define and deliver various strategies identified during 
the 2020 agency focus group meetings. Engaging public stakeholders is a key component to the GreenGov program; 
in order to infuse fresh ideas, support transparency, and demonstrate accountability. Therefore, the GreenGov 
Council will continue to seek opportunities for external partnerships. These may include technical and program 
support opportunities, as well as, the promotion of environmental sustainability and methods to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions.
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Green Notes
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